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''Further Steps in Investor Protection"

A~. Chairman, distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen:

It is a distinct pleasure for me to have the honor of addressing
you tonight. My last appearance upon this rostrum was made during the
time when I was a securities regulator in my home State of Connecticut
and I had the honor of speaking to you as a retiring President of this
Association. I return on this occasion in a somewhat different role --
that of an SEC Commissioner who wishes to say a few brief, yet heartfelt,
words dealing with a subject "that I believe is vital to effective and
intelligent securities regulation.

I refer to cooperation among State~Canadian and Federal authorities
in this field and the necessity for intelligent coordination of their
efforts. I am quick to state that there is nothing nOvel about this
theme. It has been spoken of many times before by O'~~H::lrSwho undoubtedly
were far more exper-t at the art of the apt phrase and i:.he forensic term
than I am. Yet I would like to think that the duali"liyof service that
it has been my privilege to enjoy -- my service stripes if you will --
qualify me to add something meaningful to what has been said before on
the subject.

We all operate in a complex field and we do so in a growing society
Which itself becomes increasingly complicated as the decades pass. We
deal too with a delicate mechanism -- the nation's economy. What we
do and how we do it can give rise to effects hardly wi thin the contempla-
tion of even the wise, far-seeing men who enacted the first securities
legislation in the State of Kansas back in 1911. It is inconceivable
to me that the numerous authorities charged with supervising this
important field can operate effectively and to t'h~public good unless
they are aw~re of ~ach others' aims, objectives ~nd aGtivities; unless
their efforts are coordinated; and unless they e~gage in the freest
and most liJeral mtexcaange of comments and ideas. Thare would be no
benefit from 47 different secu:rities laws Which, though cogne te , are
each administered in 47 separate li ttle vacuums. The outgrowth of such
administration could be nothing but a purposeless maze hardly conducive
to investor protection.

Fortunately such has not been the case. My brief service with the
SEC has rouncled out my thoughts on the SUbject; it has convinced me of
these conclusions beyond any doubt.

All securities legislation is basically a form of insurance
against fraud and overreaching -- a means of suppressing the evil elements'
that would attach themselves to any honest business. That is the common
objective of all of our laws -- and I know it is the aim of the persons
who comprise the securities industry. There seems to me to be no better
way of attaining that common goal than by integrated action.
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I know you share these principles. Your commi ttee for liason with
the SEC, the discussion periods held at this convention -- these and
other steps you have taken make that plain. Yet these thoughts bear
repetition, lest the demands of our day-to-day work obscure them. I
conunend to all of you the suggestion that in the coming year -- a
year in which many of us will be required to do our assigned tasks
wi th reduced staffs and deeply-pared budgets -- it particularly
behooves us to set a new high in cooperative endeavor and coordinated
action.

It is hardly enough to give prominence to thoughts of cooperation
once a year on the occasion of this gathering. Our endeavor must be
a constant one and we must take pains to do everything within our power
to keep one another apprised of current plans and developments.

Let me start the ball rolling in that direction by outl~ning for
you some of the matters that will rank high in the SEC 'a program in
the year ahead. These matters will be of interest to all of you and
will affect many of the things you are doing. Consider them then, and
give us freely your ideas as to what you think of them, how you feel they
can be improved and how they will fit in to your own scheme of things.

We have recently been considering at the SEC some measures designed
to encol~age the dissemination of information with respect'to securities
registered, or in the process of registration, under the Securities Act
of 1933. These measures are an outgrowth of discussions which have gone
on for some years relating to the amendment of the Act. However, the
amendment program has been complicated by the controversial nature of
some of the problems involved, as well as by the preoccupation of
Congress with defense and other matters. The Commission determined,
therefore, to do what it could to meet some of the problems through the
exercise of its rule-making power under the present statute. Its proposed
new Rule 132 and the related statement of policy regarding the acceleration
of registration statements are directed toward that end.

Rule 132 and the new policy on acceleration are intended primarily
to get information into the hands of investors before they buy. While
the various "blue sky" laws that you administer differ in one way or
another from the Federal Securities Act, I believe that you will all
agree about the importance of having information about new offerings
of securities available to investors, and having it available befOre
:they buy.

The experience of the Conunission and my previous experience in
Connecticut have shown that this is no simple thing to accomplish. It
is true that any investor can refuse to buy a sec urity unless the
prospectus is given to him and he has had a chance to study it. However,
this gets him nowhere if he finds, as he generally does, that the dealer
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does not have an extra copy of the prospectus to give to him, until the
issue is sold.

This problem existed before tl~ Securities Act was adopted, and
Congress attempted to meet it by providing that there should be a
wai ting period before the sales campaign begins. Congress intended that
information about the securities should be disseminated and studied
during this waiting period. In the past we have attempted to encourage
the dissemination of information during the waiting period by the adoption
of Rule 131, Which permits distribution of so-called "red herring"
prospectuses, and by requiring that at least one copy of the "red herrirg"
pro~pectus be given to each underwriter and dealer who is expected to
participate. This policy was helpful, but it did not solve the problem
of getting the "red herring" prospectus beyond the dealer and into the
bands of the investor.

Rule 132 and the related policy on acceleration are intended to meet
this remaining problem. The rule permits dealers and others to advertise
a forthcoming offering and the availability of the "red herring" pro-
spectus by means of a short documerrt , which we have called the "identify-
ing statement." :This is not permitted to include any recommendation, or
information on which one could judge the merits of the security. Rather,
it is intended to be used as a screening device to help dealers locate
people who are interested in receiving the "red herring."

The new acceleration policy is designed to insure that enough
"red herringstl are made available to dealers so that they can fill the
requests of customers who want information about the sec uri ty -- and not
just one tiredherring" to each dealer.

This program is something of an experiment. I do not expee t that
it will solve all of our problems, but I think that it will be a signifi-
cant step toward their solution. I hope that it will make "red herring"
prospectuses available tiefore the effective date of the registration
statement to those investors who want to study the security before they
decide whether to buy.

One problem that we face is that the tlblue skytl laws of some of
the states may prohibit, or be applied so as to prohibit, the publica-
tion of identifying statements and the distribution of "red herringtl
prospectuses until the registration s~atement under the Federal statute
has become effective. This problem does not arise because of any basic
difference between the provisions and objectives of these state laws,
on th~ one hand, and the Federal statute on the other. On the contrary,
I beheve that the State problem, where there is one, is much the same
as the problem that the Commission has faced ever since 1933.
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The Federal Sec urities Act is similar to many of the state statutes
in that it prohibits "offers" and "sales" until the security is effectively
registered. The rules that we have proposed take the form of a defini tim
of the terms "sale" and "offer." They provide that the distribution of
identifying statements and "red herrings" under carefully prescribed
condi tions shall not constitute a "sale" or "offer" and shall not be
subject to the statutory prohibitions. These activities are, of course,
a first step toward a distribution but, as we see it, they are an
educational step contemplated by Congress When it adopted the statute.

To the extent that the language and objectives of a particular
"blue sky" law are similar to those of the Federal statute, it seems to
me that a similar interpretation might well be called for. We at the
Commission would appreciate it if each of you would give consideration
to the program that we have proposed to see whether there appears to be
any conflict between it and the laws you administer, and -it: there is,
to explore the possibilities of eliminating or minimizing the conflict.
I feel that I may safely make this suggestion since I am sure that we
are all in agreement on the swne basic objective -- the desirability of
making information available to investors in time to be useful to them.

Ylhen I speak of a conflict I do not mean to suggest that we are
going to require any issuer or dealer to use identifying statements or
"red herrings" where their use is prohibited by State law. We have
expressly stated that our program is inapplicable in such States.
Nevertheless, we believe that our objective is sound and we would like
to see it furthered in all of the States. It is for this reason that I
ask you to review the laws you administer, if they appear to conflict
wi th this program, to see what can be done to avoid the conflict and
to make it easier for investors to get information before they buy.

I would like to.reflect for a moment or two on a comparative new-
comer to the society of financial institutions -- the open-end investment
company or "mutual fund," as it is popularly referred to. I do not intend
to discuss mutual fund problems in any detail at this time. Our Chairmap,
Donald Cook, who, incidentally, asked me to convey to this association
his good wishes and sincere regrets at being unable to attend personally,
will speak on this subject two weeks from now before The Mutual Fund
Conference in New York, and I know that many of you will be present there.

The increased importance of mutual funds is indicated by their growth
during the past ten years. At the beginning of 1942 there were 73 mutual
funds registered with the Commission under the Investment Company Act of
1940. Their total assets at that time aggregated $412,400,000. At the
end of June of this year there were 133 registered mutual funds and
their total assets had increased to $3,609,000,000.
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Measured in terms of total assets, individual mutual funds range
in size from a few milli.on dollars, or even smaller, to several hundred
million dollars. As the small funds grow big and the big ones grow
bigger, there naturally arises the question as to what problems, if any,
are created from the standpoint of protecting illvestors or the public
interest. '1'hesize of a fund may well affect its investment policy and
its ability to effectuate a policy conducive to the best interests of
investors. Then too, as funds grow individually and collectively, they
may have a profound effect on the securities market and the concentraticn
of control of wea Lth and industry. As the insurance companies are to a
large extent the holders of the debt securi ties of American industry,
mutual funds may in time come to be the principal holders of industry's
equi ty securities. What effect this will have upon our economy cannot
be foretold at this tilOO, but it does raise questions worthy of
consideration~

Personally, ::.believe in the soundness of the mutual fund concept.
I also believe that such funds properly managed and properly presented
to the public can serve a useful purpose in our economy. However, if
they are to serve such a purpose they should guard against committing
two fundamental errors. In the first place, they should guard against
Wittingly or unwittingly misrepresenting to the public their nature
and purpose. It should be made entirely clear to all would-be investors
that these funds are not repositories for savings as such, but are a
medium through which investors can place a portion of their surplus
funds in a cross-section of American industry, or some segment of it,
with.its attendant risks as well as its income and growth prospects.

Mutual funds are prone, I fear, to advertise their shares in the
same manner as merchants advertise their wares. This, I think, is a
mistake. Mutual fund shares, as indeed all securities, are unlike the
familiar tangible merchandise offered in the market place. They should
not be made the subject of high pressure sales campaigns.

If mutual funds will follow conservative and constructive policies
in the offering and sale of their shares, a.nd if they will educate the
investor as to the risks, as well as the advantages, of investing in such
shares, then the shareholders are less apt to become alarmed if the market
turns downward and they find the value of their investment declining
along with the general securities market. If investors are adequately
forewarned as to the possible behavior of the market and if they have
faith in the soundness and future growth of our economy, they will be
less likely to aggravate any unsettled situation that might arise by
rushing to liquidate their shares on a then declining market.
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The other fundamental error that mutual funds should guard against

is the failure to give adequate consideration to the individual needs
and desires of investors. As you mow I there are manykinds of mutual
funds. There are I for exampleI funds that invest in a general cross-
section of industry; others invest in a particular industry, such as
chemicals or electronics. Then there are funds that maintain a
balance between commonand preferred stocks and debt securities and other
that invest entirely in commonstocks. Somefunds stress income; others
stress capital growth.

The sophisticated investor understands these different types of
funds and is able to judge for himself what type of fundI if anyl is
suitable for his particular situation. But the average man in the
street or the average business womanor house wife does not understand
either the different kinds of funds or the differences in their
performance. Salesmen all too frequently are apt to sell to everyone,
regardless of his situation, the fund which pays the highest commission
without giving thought to whether that fund or any fund is a proper
investment for the particular investor.

The advertisements of mutual funds frequently state or imply that
there is a suitable fund for every investor. I disagree with such
advertising. There are somepersons Whoshould not be sold shares in
any kind of fund: As for example, an old person in dotage, or the
widowwhose funds are no more than sufficient to provide against the
uncertainties of life. It is the duty of mutual funds to see to it
that their shares are not sold to such persons or to otlErs whose surplus
funds are too limi ted to warrant their assuming the rislt inherent in the
ownership of mutual fund shares.

The S.E.C. has sought to promote sound practices in the sale of
mutual fund shares through the registration process under the Securities
Act of 1933 and through the review of supplemental sales literature
filed with us under the Investment CompanyAct of 1940. As you know,
the Commissionpromulgated in 1950 its Statement of Policy with respect
to such l:i.terature. This bas had very salutary results in that supple-
mentary sales literature used by mutual funds is nowfree of muchof the
objectionable material that recurred so frequently prior to its promulgation

A further step in promoting sound prac tices in the sale of mutual
fund shares which the Commissionnowhas under consideration is a proposed
revision of its form for registering mutual fund shares under the 1933 Ac t.
This form and a related registration form under the 1940Act were circulated
for public commentlast springl and we are nowengaged in considering the
proposed forms in the light of the conments received. Wehope by these
revisions to shorten and simplify prospectuses for mutual fund shares
to the end that such prospectuses maybe more understandable and therefore
more useful to investors.
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I lmowthat you are as deeply interested in this subject as I am,

and 1 lmowI speak for my fellow COIIDD.issionersas well as for myself
whenI say that your cooperative efforts are most welcometo the S.E.C.

Another S.E.C. developmentof considerable consequence is the
proposed revision of Regulation A, as to which we have recently invited
public commentsand suggestions. As you know, this regulation provides
for offerings of limited amountsan exemption from registration under
the Securities Act. This Act authorizes the Cammi~sionby rules and
regulations to exempt such offerings where the Commissionfinds that
registration under the Act is not necessary in the public interest
and for the protection of investors. Under the Act the maximumamount
of any single issue which maybe so exempted is $300,000.

The volumeof securities issued under this exemption has had a
striking growth since the Congress in 1945 increased the maximumamount
of the exemption from $100,000 to $300,000. For the fiscal year 1945
there were 578 filings under the regUlation with an aggregate offering
price to the public of 38 million dollars, whereas for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1952 there were 1500 filings with a total offering
price of 210 million dollars. Considered in the aggregate, this is not
small or unimportant financing.

The history of Regulation A has both its bright side and its dark
side. The bright side is exemplified by the many successful offerings
madeunder it by small and mediumsized businesses for sound and
constructive purposes. It has enabled these companies to obtain quickly
and at limited expense the necessary capital needed to launch a new
undertaking or to expand their existing capaci ties. This is the type
of financing Congress had in mindwhenit raised the maximumamountof
the exemption from $100,000 to $300,000.

Onthe other hand offerings under Regulation A have not always been
honestly and soundly conceived, nor have the proceeds from such offerings
always been applied to useful purposes. This is the class of offerings
Whichthe Commissionmust keep in mindwhenit is considering the terms
and conditions which should be imposedupon the availability of an
exemption under Regulation A. This is Whywe have to deny the exemption
to persons with a record of fraud and sharp dealing.

Regulation A as currently in effect does not require the use of
selling literature but merely provides that if such literature is used,
it must contain certain specified statements and must be filed with the
Commission. As a result offerings are madein someinstances without
the use of any selling literature at all and in these instances the
investor.:'must depend upon the oral representations made to him or
upon such information as he maybe able to obtain from other sources.
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We have found that there is a tendency not to use literature in

cases where there is the most need for it. There have been cases where
the issuer initially proposed to use selling literature but decided to
make the offering without such literature when it was pointed out that
the proposed literature contained;material omissions or misstatements.

On the basis of this experience the Commission has tentatively
concluded that all offerings under Regulation A should be made upon the
basis or an offering circular containing certain minimum basic disclosures
with respect to the issuer and its securities. This requirement will not
only furnish the investor with useful information but will also be helpful
to the issuer by furnishing a guide as to the kind of basic information
the investor should be given.

Another feature of the proposed regulation Which we believe will be
useful to issuers is a provision for limited advertisements prior to
sending or giving the prospective investor a copy of the offering circular.
This will permit the issuer to canvass a large number of persons inexpensively
for the purpose of obtaining the names of persons who are interested in
receiving a copy of the offering circular.

In the past the Commission has followed the practice of commenting
upon the sales literature filed with it under Regulation A. Usually
the Commission's comments and suggestions are followed but there is no
procedure provided by the present regulation under which the Commission's
views can be enforced, short of resorting to court action. As a result,
issuers and their underwriters are occasionally unreasonably obstinate
and refuse to make the changes in their selling literature necessary to
keep it from being misleading.

In order to correct this situation, the proposed revision of
Regulation A provides for the suspension or termination of the exemption
in certain instances, chiefly where the Commission finds that fraud is
being perpertrated or would be perpetrated in connection with the
offering. It is not contemplated that such action will need to be taken
in many instances. A similar provision in the exemption relating to
oil and gas interests has been in effect for a number of years. It is
seldom used but serves a salutary purpose in enabling the Commission
to obtain appropriate disclosure in the case of offerings under that
exemption.

These disclosure and administrative procedure provisions are not
intended as a substitute for registration. They are chiefly intended to
be fraud prevention devices. It is not expected that the offering
circular will approximate the disclosure required in a prospectus relating
to a registered security. Nor is it expected that the suspension or
termination precedure will be a substitution for our present procedure
of commenting on the content of sales literature where it appears that
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resort to the suspension procedure is not necessary. The latter is
merely a power reserved in the Commissionto prevent the perpetration of
fraud on small investors.

I believe that the newregulation is in the public interest and
that it wi11 not impose any unreasonable burden or expense-on the
smaller issuer for whose benefit Congress provided the exemptive
provisions of Section J(b) of the statute. The procedure we propose
in the handling of the exemption under the Act should be of material bere fit
in the administration of the State Acts.

The matter I cometo. 'nowis one that I know will be of very great
interest to our good friends from CanadaWhoare here with us this
evening, as well as to the rest of you.

What I amabout to speak of has been referred to over the years by
us securities regulators as the "Canadianproblem." It is a familiar
subject whioh has received muchpublicity and has, on occasion, given
rise to high feelings. I do not intend to debate the w:hysand where-
fores of what occurred in the past. What I would like to knowis
whether you State administrators have noted a gradual decline within the
past year of the mail-order and telephone promotions from our great
sister count~ to the north -- the promotions that ga¥e rise to those
high feelings I have just mentioned. Howmanycomplaints have been
made to you of any Canadian mail-order promotions since the middle of
July when the newextradition treaty was ratified? If your experience
has been like ours at the SEC,you have concluded that they have come
to a virtual halt. It is the obligation then, of all of us, in the
United States and in Canada to maintain this new and very gratifying
status quo.

Such fruits as I have described do not comefrom unseeded and
untilled soil -- and I amhappy to say that most of us here tonight have
had a hand in achieving these results and the promises they hold out for
the future. The record of the State administrators in striving for a
lasting solution to the problem has been an outstanding one. The
leaders of our securities industry have lent invaluable aid all along
the line. Our Canadian regulators have during the year evidenced by
their enforcement actions an identity of purpose toward the commongoal
we have striven to reach. They have dealt very real setbacks to
notoriolw offenders as their record of cancelled and withdrawn licenses
demonstrates. As you all know, the SECtoo has had a major part in
the campaignwhich culminated in the retification of Whatwe believe
to be practical and effective new treaty terms.
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Because I was a memberof your group long before I was called to
serve with the Commission,I knowit will not be considered inappropriate
for me to mention briefly the role that my colleague "Dick" McEntire ably
assisted by "Milt" Kroll, AssIt General Counsal, has played in this effort.
I amsure all of us agree thE'.this contribu~ion has been a tremendous am
lasting one. Dick is Like the old Scotcb e0lfcr. He does what has to be
done with out superflt::,\.i.':3wee.:;lonsat: far.,:\:;'g'esJ\,I'.:':~S -- and pretty generally
he puts the ball in t~1:~cup" ~.3 it were, by the <jplir .~~':-,~on,if the large
measure of intelUgen •.:..~, hO!'..,6-ser..i,~,and ?erso?':t'tity with which the
good Lord has endowedb!fi. ~'Lat he has been ir.s"li~'umcntalin bringing
about the present situ&~ion augers well for the future in this field.

That then is wher~ the Canadian situation rests at this moment.
But we will not do jus':,ice .~ouhe J;roblemif we stop here, if we conclude
that we perhaps have &-:;:"2':eV8(1 A. solution to the problem by the setbacks
thus far dealt to greeoj confidence men. Wemust, I suggest, view the
problem 10ng-ra::-OJeana "i.,a.kep,.)gre::'oive action if lasting and truly
beneficial public res..I ~i2 a:~:€'to be achieved. Wemust be ur.:f'laggingin
stampi.ng'out fraud whe:i,.'lrer:! t. appears and at the same time we must not
overlook the other important. aspects of the problem.

Canada is a relatively new -cO\m:try, its vast areas are largely
untapped. I t has in its soi I manyof the resources vi tal to our economy
and to the defense effort of the free world. It is my conviction that
we as securities administrators must be careful lest we erect economic
blockades, howeversubtle, against the development of those resources.
The~will not be developed without capital and obviously a good part of
the financing for ventures which seek to engage in such developmentwill
comefrom this country. Manyof our investors have exhibited a desire to
share in that exploration and development 011 an informed and fair basis.
It would seem to be our obligation to achieve a balance whereby constant
surveillance is maintained against the possibility of overreaching and
an open door policy is maintained toward legitimate Canadian enterprise,
small or large, which seeks to cometo our capital markets on the basis
of full disclosure and honest dealing. It is gainsaid that our past
experiences makethis a difficult balance to achieve. But that very
difficulty makes the challenge to us all the more real and pressing.

The COIIDllissionrecently has taken a step along the lines about
WhichI amspeaking. Wehave circulated for commenta proposal for the
adoption of a conditional exemption from registration for offerings of
Canadian securities not in excess of $300,000 in anyone year. This is
to be kncwr.n as Regulation D. Unti~ the treaty revisions were obtained,
wewere not in a position to consider the promulgation of any rule of
this type adapted to the circumstances of small Canadian exploratory
ventures. Nowwe feel we can do so -- that we can take a step which
we feel will provide newand important advantages to our investors and
will keep to a minimumthe possibility of any recurrence of the excesses
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and abuses that have been visited upon them in the past. Timedoes not
perrrdt any detailed recitation of the provisions of Regulation D.
However,they merit study and, as you know,we have asked for your
comments,general or specific, 'on the terms of this newprov~sion.

In this regulation, we believe you will find compeehenstve
machinery whereby investors will, at the outset, be provided with basic
information regarding these offerings and whereby the path will be cleared
for the recovery by them on jUdgmentsobtained in civil suits brought
as a consequence of such offerings. Of course, criminal action is
effectively provided for by virtue of the newextradition provisions.

Incentive toward compliancewith the terms of the regulation should
be furnished by the economywith which they can be met. The shady
operator no longer will be able to hide behind the cover of excuses
pertaining to the cost and difficulties of compliance. Andwe believe
that honest security dealers will be encouraged to meet those terms.

Care has been exercised to render the benefits of the regulation
unavailable to persons with a history of securities law violations;
and through administrative stop-order machinery wewill be able, we
hope, to take speedy action, where needed, to keep the offerings clean.

Fully as important as the terms of the regulation itself is the
assurance given us at Toranto, Cmladain November1951 b,y the security
administrators of each Canadian province that, were such a regulation
to be adopted, they would implement our efforts in making ita
measure of very real benefit to Americaninvestors and honest Canadian
business alike.

Our aim at the SEC, in Whichwe trust you join, is to makeit im-
possible for an "under-the-counter market" in Canadian securities ever
to flourish in this country again. Wepropose to do all that we can to
maintain a free, open and honest financial border between the countries.
This first experimental step, represented by Regulation D, is advanced
as a realistic meansof meeting the problems that have beset us in the
past. I think it will talce courage and a good deal of resourcefulness
to meet the newproblems that such a regulation maycreate. But the
regulation provides such prospects of substantial public benefits that
it should and must be attempted. Weat the SEC,hold high hopes for
Regulation D as a milestone in financial relations between the United
states and Canada.
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There, then, is a brief description of the principal projects
the SEC has recently been working on in areas in which you State regulators
are interested and in which we especially need your assistance. You are
much closer than the SEC is to the persons we are trying to help; that
is, the individual investors. They are the ones that all of our efforts
are intended ultimately to benefit. You can render valuable aid in
breaching the gap between Washington and Main Street. You can do this qy
watching the operation of these new regulations I have just described.
If they are not operating properly, please let us know. If they are
not being observed, please help us to apprehend those who are violating
them. On the other hand, I think I can safely promise you that we will
continue to cooperate as closely with you as we have in the past. We
will continue to furnish you with information which will asaist you in
your enforcement of State law. Working together in this fashion we are
bound to achieve greater protection for the investor and for the pUblic
interest through the effective control of the unruly elements in the
industry.
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